TRAVELLING PLACES
Bunnik Tours is a wonderful Australian
family-owned and operated small group
touring company based in Adelaide.
With no more than 20 people on a trip
you are bound to enjoy this experience.
You can Journey worldwide with Bunnik
on a very inclusive holiday with no
hidden extras.
I am delighted that Nicole Gruver from
Bunnik will be joining us on Wednesday 21
August at 5.30pm to let us all know more
about their journeys. Please do join us.
This proudly Australian company has just
won 2019 Best Tour Operator International
as voted by AFTA (the Australian Federation
of Travel Agents). This award is highly
regarded in the industry as a reward for
excellence. Just read what two of Bunnik’s
guests say about their recent experiences:
Turkey/Greece
This has been my fourth trip with Bunnik;
once again an amazing (at times tiring)
experience. Both countries are steeped in
ancient history and have some incredible
landscapes. The guides, Hakan in
particular, and Maria were excellent, very
knowledgeable. Accommodation excellent,
food delicious. Worth mentioning, the
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welcome dinner in Istanbul was at a
very nice restaurant overlooking the
Bosphorus; a lovely meal and evening.
Karen F – June 2019
Moroccan Discovery
My wife and I have just finished up the
most amazing trip through Morocco and
the experience was amazing. The moment
we arrived in Casablanca and were
greeted by Mouktah (guide) and Ali (driver)
we knew we were in safe and capable
hands. An intimate group of seven set
off to explore this wonderful country. We
travelled through Ramadan which was an
amazing experience; the calls to prayer
which echoed throughout the streets was
haunting and mesmerizing to experience.
To be invited off the street in Marrakech to
join a local family for iftar blew our mind
and opened our hearts.
This was one of those trips that took your
breath away on more than one occasion,
sitting on a sand dune in the middle of
the Sahara Desert, being at the biggest
mosque in Morocco during the holiest
of times and exploring the blue city of
Chefchaouen. And not to mention all the
hands-on experience through the trip like
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a cooking class in Marrakech, pottery
making in the Atlas Mountains, getting lost
in the medinas, negotiating a great price in
the souks, cracking argan seeds with the
beautiful ladies and dancing with the black
Africans of Morocco.
The hotels and included meals were
amazing and everything ran so smoothly.
I highly recommend this trip as you are
totally immersed in the beautiful country
of Morocco and I very much recommend
Bunnik. This was our second trip and
we are already looking for the next as
we know without a doubt this company
is simply the best; no hidden extras and
genuine small group touring. Linda M –
May 2019

Find out more about
Bunnik ...
Join us for a free event:
Wednesday 21 AUG 5.30pm

At Travelling Places
RSVP 55451600 or
travel@travellingplaces.com.au
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